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Expectations based on QCD 
QCD – non-Abelian gauge theory ⇒ asymptotic freedom 

⇒	


QCD - running coupling constant 

QCD – intrinsic scale 

⇒ 	


 for  is small  ⇒   a perturbative description in terms of 
                         Quarks and Gluons interacting weekly  

 for 

 for 
                       Quarks and Gluons arrange themselves 
                                in Strongly Bound Clusters - Hadrons 

 Since ΛQCD ~ 200 MeV  a phase transition is expected at:                                     T  ~ ΛQCD  ~ O (1012 K)   
                                              or 
                                    ρB  ~ ΛQCD

3  
 ~ 1fm-3 

 
                         

 Strongly Bound Clusters 
            Hadrons 

                   Weekly interacting                       
                   Quarks and Gluons  

Phase transition 



 

Expectations based on QCD 

Statistical model: 
- for µB  << mN the thermal degrees  
  of  freedom dominated by mesons 
- for higher  µB  more baryons are  
  excited 

   µH =350 -400 MeV,  
   TH = 150-160 MeV 

QCD Critical Points 

Chiral transition: 
            µB   >  µE   - first order   
             µB   <  µE  - crossover 
             realistic u,d,s masses  

Quark-Hadron continuity: 
 

Liquid-gas phase transition: 
            µNM   ≅  924 MeV 
             n0  = 0.17 fm-3 

Their meeting point 
   Triple point 
H – remnant for finite Nc T 

 
 Large Nc  limit of QCD 

 - quarks loops are suppressed by 1/Nc  
    relative to gluon contribution 

  ⇒  cold dense matter in the Nc=∞  world for 
        µB  >> mN – quarkyonic matter 

                       

 
                      - large Nc QCD phase diagram:          
                                      - three regions, i.e.: 

                                       - confined 
                                          - deconfined 

                                                    - quarkionic phase 
                           - separated by   

                                    1st  order phase transition 

Superconducting 
quark matter 

Superfluid  
nuclear matter ⇒	




 

Is there a way                                                    
                to produce such states of matter                                                         

                                             in the Laboratory ? 

A word of caution! 

- finite size 

- highly non-homogenous 

        & 

- dynamical effects 

 

I.C. Arsene et al., Phys. Rev. C 75(2007)24902 

 



Similarities and differences – collision geometry 

Glauber MC Experimental Multiplicity 
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CMS JHEP 1101(2011)079 

 
A-A, p-A, pp collision geometry 

A.Morsch, ALICE Coll., arXiv[nucl-ex]1309.5525 
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ALICE Pb-Pb 2.76 TeV 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 032301 
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ALI-PUB-100565 

V0  
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 Collision geometry  A+A, p+A, p+p  
                                                   based on measured observables 

Using V0M “multiplicity” selector for p+p:  
 - the dynamical range is limited  
 - the UE contribution could play the main role 

V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

        p+p 7 TeV 

ch. part. mult. |η|≤0.8 



generated multiplicity within  
V0M η coverage 

           (-3.7≤η≤-1.7 ∨ 2.8≤η≤5.1)  

Collision geometry - p+p 
correlation between measured and real observables 

Charged particle multiplicity in different η ranges 
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N.Jacazio, PhD thesis, April 2016 

PYTHIA 

V0M % - charged particle multiplicity 

generated multiplicity within V0M η coverage 
           (-3.7≤η≤-1.7 ∨ 2.8≤η≤5.1)  



A few considerations on multiplicity selectors 
in p+p collisions 

 
 
 

b 
 
 
 

b b 

Transverse spatial distributions  
   of the hard partons (x≥10-2) 

Transverse spatial distributions  
   of the soft partons (x<<10-2) 

Large impact parameter 
soft partons overlap 

Small impact parameter 
soft, soft-hard and hard partons overlap 

The largest no. of parton interactions (MPI) 
& 

re-scatterings 

Intermediate  impact parameter 
soft & soft –hard partons overlap 

How to select them? 
=> multiplicity & event shape  

xS xH 

Hadron production in the  
forward-backward rapidity regions 
(preferentially selected by “V0M”)  
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CMS JHEP 1101(2011)079 

Collision geometry in pp 

Geometrical model of particle production 
A.Bialas and E.Bialas, Acta.Phys.Polonica  
B5(1974)373 and references therein 

b 

PYTHIA 

or 

M. Dremina, et al., arXiv:1306.5384 [hep-ph] 

Using TOTEM data on the differential cross 
section of elastic pp-scattering at 7 TeV  
G. Antchev et al. EPL 101 (2013) 21004  
 
 

ATLAS Collaboration. ATLAS Monte Carlo 
Tunes for MC09,. ATL-PHYS-PUB-2010-002 
β =0.5; a2/a1=0.4 
 



Glauber MC Glauber MC 

Collision geometry – A+A, p+A, p+p 
Npart (multch) – b correlation 
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ALI-PUB-100565 ALI-PUB-100565 

T.Pierog et al., Phys.Rev.C92(2015)034906 

m - ch. part. mult. |η|≤0.8 

p+p 7 TeV – EPOS-LHC 
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Geometrical approach 
p+p at 7 TeV 



PID performance 

arXiv:1402.4476 [nucl-ex] 

 
ALICE Experiment @ LHC 



•  multiplicity estimator with |η| < 0.8  (global tracks, complementary ITS SA tracks, complementary tracklets) Nch
raw 

•  spectra obtained with |y| < 0.5 
•  2010 data:     6x107 MB trigger events  3.8x106 HM trigger events   5.5x106 MC events            Bayesian PID 

pp 7 TeV 
pT spectra  - multiplicity dependence (combined multiplicity) 

C. Andrei, ALICE Coll., QM2014, Nucl.Phys. A931(2014)888 
 

J.Adam et al., ALICE Coll. 
Eur.Phys. J.Phys, 131(2016)168 



V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

L.Bianchi , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

 
pT spectra as a function of V0M % 

π+ +π- K+ +K- p + p 
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V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

pp 7 TeV 
Relative yields & <pT> - multiplicity dependence (V0M %) 



Bjorken energy density - Pb+Pb vs. p+p 

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV, b=0 

J.Adam et al., ALICE Coll.  
CERN-EP-2016-071 11 March 2016  
 

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV p+p 7 TeV 



Bjorken energy density - p+p at 7 TeV 

Geometrical overlap for  
     the corresponding rp 

The most central r=0.25 fm 
    of the overlapped zone 

Overlapped zone corresponding  
to σa2 complementary to r=0.25fm 

Overlapped zone corresponding  
     to σa1 complementary to σa2 

Overlapped zone corresponding  
     to rp complementary to σa1 

 
 
 

b 

b=0.19 fm à 0-0.01% (V0M) b=0.98 fm à 0-0.01% (V0M)à30-40% (V0M) 

rp=0.841 fm rp=1.081 fm rp=0.841 fm rp=1.081 fm 



Similarities and differences - <bNN> 

L.V. Gribov et al, Phys.Rep. 100(1983)1 

Glauber MC 
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p+Pb 5.02 TeV, b=0 

Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV, b=0 

 
A-A, p-A, pp collision geometry 

b 

   @ 7 TeV increased MPI & rescattering 
                    large energy transfer in a  
                   collision volume of proton size  
                                       +  
                          λQGP ~ 0.2 -0.3 fm 
                       close to thermalization  
 
                       Does it follow an 
      explosion/expansion type dynamics ? 



|η| < 2.4 
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Similarities - long range correlations 

Phys.Lett. B708(2014)249 
Phys.Lett. B 719(2014)29 J. Phys. G Nucl. Part. Phys. 38(2011)124051 

 
A-A, p-A, pp collisions 

ALICE 
CMS           

           

ALICE 



 pT spectra - normalized to charged particles density 

 Ratios of normalized pT spectra  

V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 Based on pT spectra from: 



Normalized pT distributions relative to MB p+p   
as a fuction of charged particle multiplicity-centrality for  

p+p (7 TEV), p+Pb (5.02 TeV) and Pb+Pb (2.76 TeV) 
Facts: 
 
 1. depletion at low pT values in  
      all three systems 
 
2. - for π the ratios go through 1 
      at ~ the same pT - for all systems 
                                 - for all mult. 
    - for K is less evident 
    - for p - multiplicity dependence   
3. followed by steep increase  
    - all systems  
4. Up to a: 
    - sharp maximum in Pb+Pb  
       at ~ the same pT  for a given specie 
    - saturation towards broader  
       maximum in p+Pb with multiplicity 
    - tendency towards saturation at high   
      multiplicity in p+p, especially for  
      heavier species 
5. Pb+Pb a minimum followed by an  
    increase towards values larger  
    than 1 

Possible explanations: 
 
1. boost type signature 
2. particle mass dependence of boosted 
   pT spectra 
3. boost + ??? 
4. Pb+Pb: - Cronin 
                 -  jet radiation<->suppression 
      p+Pb: - Cronin, UE 
      p+p: - UE 
                
5. Compatible with the outcome of CMS 
    study of the “softening of  
    fragmentation      pattern of the  
    away-side jet” !!! - larger pT values 
         - no pT dependence observed   

V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

Based on pT spectra from: 
B.Abelev et al.,  ALICE Phys.Lett. B720(2013)52 J.Adam et al.,  ALICE arXiv:[nucl-ex]1601.03658 



Ratios of normalized charged particles pT distributions relative to MB p+p   
as a fuction of charged particle multiplicity-centrality for  
Au+Au (0.2 TeV), Pb+Pb (2.76 TeV) compared with RAA 

Spectra from: 
G.Aad et al., ATLAS arXiv:[hep-ex]1504.04337 

Spectra from: 
B.Abelev et al., ALICE Phys.Lett.B720(2013)52 

G.Aad et al., ATLAS arXiv:[hep-ex]1504.04337 

- based only on measure observables 

 - based on Glauber approach 
 <TAA> - the no. of N–N collisions  
                ( Glauber approach) 
               over their cross section  
 

 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0.1 

 0            2            4            6             8            10 
                                                           pT(GeV/c) 

Spectra from: 
J.Adams et al., STAR arXiv:[nucl-ex]0305015  

J.LKlay, UCRL-PROC-207407(2004) 

STARAu+Au 200 GeV 

<dNch/dη> 
    ≈21 
     8.4 
     2.3 



<pT> as a function of mass - different charged particle multiplicities (centralities) 
for p+p (7 TeV), p+Pb (5.02 TeV) and Pb+Pb (2.76 TeV) 

22 

p+p 7 TeV p+Pb 5.02 TeV Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV 

Based on pT spectra from: 

L.Bianchi , ALICE Coll. QM2015 

V.Vislavicius , ALICE Coll. QM2015 B.Abelev et al.,  ALICE Phys.Lett. B720(2013)52 J.Adam et al.,  ALICE arXiv:[nucl-ex]1601.03658 
Based on pT spectra from: 

J.Adam et al.,ALICE Coll. Phys.Lett. B758(2016)389 
B.Abelev et al.,ALICE Coll. Phys.Lett. B728(2014)25 

L.Hanratty, ALICE Coll. J. of Physics Conf. Series 509(2014)0120 
B.Abelev et al.,ALICE Coll. Phys.Lett. B734(2014)409 



C. Andrei, ALICE Coll., QM2014 

 
Pb-Pb, p-Pb, pp comparison 

- similar trends in the Tkin-<βT>  correlation for pp and p-Pb 
  with increasing multiplicity – centrality 
- for Pb-Pb Tkin is systematically lower and βT higher,  
  with increasing centrality relative to the lighter systems 

- Tkin-<βT>  correlation for pp:  
                                                    
                           - not reproduced by PYTHIA 
                           - qualitatively PYTHIA with CR seems to 
                              indicate a similar trend 

multiplicity 
centrality 

- Towards higher multiplicity-centrality 
               the expansion velocity approaches a  
               linear dependence as a function of position in the fireball  

multiplicity 
centrality 

Boltzmann-Gibbs Blast Wave fits 



BGBW - fits @ LHC  
Pb+Pb 2.76 TeV p+p 7 TeV 

Ø  The Tkin
fo - <βT> correlation for identified charged hadrons and hyperons seems, 

     within the error bars, to be in the same region  
     contrary 
     to what is observed in Pb+Pb at 2.76 TeV  
 Differential analysis is mandatory ! 

P R E L I M I N A R Y 

L1 
 
π:  0.5-1.15 GeV/c; K: 0.2-1.25 GeV/c; p: 0.3-2.30 GeV/c 
 
Λ: ≤ 2.75 GeV/c;  Ξ: ≤  3.25 GeV/c ;  Ω:  ≤  3.0 GeV/c 

L2 
 
π:  0.5-1.35 GeV/c; K: 0.2-1.65 GeV/c; p: 0.3-2.45 GeV/c 
 
Λ: ≤ 2.50 GeV/c;  Ξ: ≤  2.70  GeV/c ;  Ω:  ≤  3.40 GeV/c 



BGBW - fits @ RHIC  

J.T.Mitchel, PHENIX Coll.,PoS(CPOD2014)075  
 

L. Kumar, STAR Coll., QM2014  

M.Estienne, STAR Coll. arXiv:nucl-ex/0411034 

M.Mustafa, STAR Coll., arXiv:[nucl-ex]1512.09329  

Ø  Is this the difference in Tkin
fo - <βT> between π,k,p and hyperons 

     a signature that the later originate preferentially from hotter spots 
     with much higher energy density in A+A collisions? 
 
Ø  Is the smaller size of the volume after hadronization which reduces 
     further flow buildup and cooling in p+p case? 

Fit ranges: 
 
ALICE 2.76 TeV: 
|η|<0.5 
Tfo, βs, n - parameters 
π:0.5-1.0 GeV/c 
K:0.3-1.5 GeV/c 
p:0.5-2.5 GeV/c 
 
STAR: 
|η|<1.0 
Tfo, βs – parameters, n=1 
π:0.5-1.3 GeV/c 
K:0.25-1.4 GeV/c 
p:0.4-1.3 GeV/c 
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Conclusion & Open questions 
- Differences between the three systems in terms of multiplicity/centrality were presented à caution on the conclusions  
                                                                                                                                                        based on such comparison  
 
- Features of pT spectra, their normalized ratios as a function of multiplicity in pp collisions at 7 TeV measured by ALICE 
                                                                  were presented à boost type dynamics 
 
- Similarities and differences between pp, p-Pb and Pb-Pb systems, in terms of the multiplicity/centrality dependence of: 

-  the ratios of normalized pT  spectra 

-  <pT>   
-  Tkin, <βT> and expansion profile (n) extracted from BGBW fits 

       are evidenced 
 

- The Tkin
fo - <βT> correlation for identified charged hadrons and hyperons seems, 

     within the error bars, to be in the same region in pp collisions at 7 TeV 
     contrary 
     to what is observed in Pb+Pb at 2.76 TeV or Au+Au at 0.2 TeV 
 

Multi-differential  
studies are 
mandatory 

Higher statistics High luminosity LHC ALICE Upgrade 

For a deeper understanding  



Hadron Physics Department involvement in ALICE-upgrade  

MWPC GEM 

A. TPC-upgrade - 50% OROCs will be assembled & tested by HPD 

B. TRD-upgrade - on-line tracking 



 

Expectations based on QCD 

Statistical model: 
- for µB  << mN the thermal degrees  
  of  freedom dominated by mesons 
- for higher  µB  more baryons are  
  excited 

   µH =350 -400 MeV,  
   TH = 150-160 MeV 

QCD Critical Points 

Chiral transition: 
            µB   >  µE   - first order   
             µB   <  µE  - crossover 
             realistic u,d,s masses  

Quark-Hadron continuity: 
 

Liquid-gas phase transition: 
            µNM   ≅  924 MeV 
             n0  = 0.17 fm-3 

Their meeting point 
   Triple point 
H – remnant for finite Nc T 

 
 Large Nc  limit of QCD 

 - quarks loops are suppressed by 1/Nc  
    relative to gluon contribution 

  ⇒  cold dense matter in the Nc=∞  world for 
        µB  >> mN – quarkyonic matter 

                       

 
                      - large Nc QCD phase diagram:          
                                      - three regions, i.e.: 

                                       - confined 
                                          - deconfined 

                                                    - quarkionic phase 
                           - separated by   

                                    1st  order phase transition 

Superconducting 
quark matter 

Superfluid  
nuclear matter ⇒	
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Time of Flight 

DAQ/FLES HPC cluster  

Phase Diagram of strongly interacting matter @ FAIR energies  
CBM Experiment 

 
 

                

 
 
 
 
 



Highly compact summary of our contribution  
in developing a new generation of: 

- High counting rate RPCs 
- High counting rate TRD 
- TRD - FEE   



Two-dimensional position sensitive high counting rate TRD 



Useful gap  

€ 

dn = nα dx

€ 

n(x) = n0e
α x

€ 

M (x) =
n
n0

= eα x

Multi-strip multi-gap resistive place chambers - MSMGRPC 



!

In-beam tests @ SPS, Nov.-Dec. 2015 

σt ~ 50-60 psec 
Cluster size ~ 1.8-2.2 strips 
ε ≥ 94% 

MSMGRPC 

TRD 

Beam:                  Pb 
Beam energy:     30 A GeV 
Beam intensity:  about 108 / spill  
Spill length:  15 s 
Beam height:      1.2 m 
Target:                 Pb up to 2 mm thickness 

M.Petris et al., private communication 

A. Bercuci et al., private communication 



HPD Physics within CBM  

0.8<p(0)
t<1.0 1.2<p(0)

t<1.4 1.0<p(0)
t<1.2 

M. Petrovici Carpathian Summer School 2007 

A.Andronic, G.Stoicea, M.Petrovici &FOPI Coll. NPA679(2001)765  

2 A•GeV 4 A•GeV 6 A•GeV 8 A•GeV 

1.1 

1.0 

0.9 

-90 0 90 -90 -90 -90 0 0 0 90 90 90 

C.Pinkenburg & EOS Coll. Phys.Rev.Lett. 83(1999)1295 

100 A•MeV - ~600  
A•MeV 

~4 A•GeV < 100 A•MeV 

K. Aamodt et al, ALICE Collaboration PRL105(2010)252302 

Elliptic flow   

“Radial flow” flow   Isospin effects 

SIS-100 accelerator will deliver:  
 
- heavy ions (Au) up to 11A GeV  
   √sNN = 4.7 GeV 
- light ions (e.g. Ca) up to 14A GeV 
    √sNN= 5.3 GeV 
- protons up to 29 GeV 
     √sNN= 7.5 GeV) 



Applied research 
 

Technological transfer 
 
 

Input for 

Application: high sensitivity whole–body PET imaging.  

εγ ~ 2-3% 

εMIP > 95% 

MC simulations based on the measured performance 

 

TRD 

RPC 

I. Berceanu et al., private communication 

A. Bercuci et al., private communication 
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Hadron Physics Department 
Data Centre 

Detector tests Lab Detector tests Lab 
Detector Lab  
assembling clean rooms Technological transfer Lab 

Bonding Lab 


